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1. Introduction
The second part of Hilbert’s 16th problem raises the question about an upper bound C(N) for the maximal number of
the limit cycles of a planar polynomial vector ﬁeld of degree N:
X(x, y)dx+ Y (x, y)dy = 0.
A possible approach to the problem is, starting from a known system, to study the possible subsequent bifurcations of the
vector ﬁeld [1].
Essential in many bifurcation problems is the study of limit cycles occurring in perturbations of Hamiltonian systems
x˙ = Hy + εP (x, y, ε, δ), y˙ = −Hx + εQ (x, y, ε, δ) (1.1)
with respect to ε. This problem requires studying the number of zeros for the function, deﬁned by the Abelian integral
I(h) =
∫
H=h
P |ε=0 dy − Q |ε=0 dx.
Let Γh = {(x, y) | H(x, y) = h}. If Γh∗ contains some singularities of (1.1) with ε = 0 for a h∗ ∈ (h1,h2), then one has
to consider the problem of Hopf bifurcation, and homoclinic or heteroclinic bifurcations depending on the nature of the
singularities. There are many results of these, such as [4–17]. If Γh corresponds to a period orbit, then we need to ﬁnd the
number of limit cycles that bifurcated from a periodic annulus containing it. See [2,8].
In this paper, we will study a C∞ near-Hamiltonian system of the form
x˙ = Hy + εP (x, y, ε, δ), y˙ = −Hx + εQ (x, y, ε, δ), (1.2)ε
where ε  0 is small and δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δp) ∈ D ⊂Rp is a vector parameter with D compact.
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For Eq. (1.2)ε=0 we suppose there exist 3 different families Γ hi (i = 1,2,3) of closed orbits (see Fig. 1) with
(1) Γ hi , the family of closed orbits surrounding O i = (xi, yi), αi < h < β, i = 1,2;
(2) Γ h3 , the family of closed orbits surrounding centers O 1, O 2 and the saddle point S,h > β .
Γ hi approaches the elementary center points O i as h → αi , i = 1,2, Γ hi approaches a homoclinic loop denoted by
Li (i = 1,2) and Γ h3 approaches a double homoclinic loop denoted by Lβ = L1 ∪ L2 as h → β . Here we will suppose β < ∞
and each Γ hi is oriented clockwise, i = 1,2,3.
Take h0 ∈ (αi, β) or h0 ∈ [β,+∞) and A(h0) ∈ Γ h0i . Let l be a cross-section of Eq. (1.2)ε for ε = 0 normal to Γ h0i at A(h0)
with the directional vector n = (Hx(A), Hy(A))/|(Hy(A),−Hx(A))|. Then for h near h0 the periodic orbit Γ hi (i = 1,2) or
Γ h3 has a unique intersection point with l, denoted by A(h). Then the point A(h) can be represented as
A(h) = A(h0) + an,
where a = (A(h) − A(h0)) · n.
Consider the positive orbit of Eq. (1.2)ε starting at A(h). Let B(h, ε, δ) denote the ﬁrst intersection point of the orbit
with l. Then we have
H(B) − H(A) = ε[Mi(h, δ) + O (ε)], (1.3)
where h ∈ (αi, β), i = 1,2 or h ∈ (β,+∞), i = 3 and
Mi(h, δ) =
∮
Γ hi
(HxP + Hy Q )|ε=0 dt =
∮
Γ hi
(Q dx− P dy)|ε=0, i = 1,2,3. (1.4)
The Abelian integral Mi (i = 1,2,3) above is called the ﬁrst order Melnikov function of Eq. (1.2)ε . As we know, the
functions M1,M2 and M3 play an important role in the study of the number of limit cycles of Eq. (1.2)ε for ε small.
In this paper we consider the following two problems:
• What is the relationship between the coeﬃcients of the Melnikov functions M1,M2 and M3 and the number of the
limit cycles?
• How does one use the coeﬃcients to ﬁnd limit cycles of the system (1.2)ε?
In Section 2, we state some preliminary lemmas for the convenience of proofs of theorems. We state our main results
concerning the above problems and present their proofs in Section 3. In Section 4, we give some interesting applications to
a class of polynomial systems.
2. Preliminary lemmas
By [3], we have the following expansion of Mi for 0 < h − αi 	 1 (i = 1,2)
Mi(h, δ) = bi,1(δ)(h − αi) + bi,2(δ)(h − αi)2 + · · · + bi,k(δ)(h − αi)k + o
(|h − αi |k). (2.1)
The following lemma gives a relation between the coeﬃcients bi, j, i = 1,2, above and the Lyapunov constants of Eq. (1.2)ε
at the singular points.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose H = Ki((x− xi)2 + (y− yi)2)+ O (|x− xi, y− yi|3), Ki > 0, i = 1,2. Let vi,2 j+1 be the jth Lyapunov constant
of Eq. (1.2)ε at the focus near the point O i, i = 1,2. Then
bi,1(δ) = 4π v∗i,1;
bi, j+1(δ) = 4π
K ji
[
v∗i,2 j+1 + O
(∣∣v∗i,1, v∗i,3, . . . , v∗i,2 j−1∣∣)], j = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1;
v∗i,2 j+1 =
∂vi,2 j+1
∣∣∣∣ , j = 0,1, . . . ,k − 1.∂ε ε=0
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lemma for O 2. For that purpose, let us ﬁrst move the focus point O 1 to the origin by a linear transform
x′ = x− x1, y′ = y − y1,
which gives the new system after taking x= x′ , y = y′
x˙ = Hy + εP (x, y, ε, δ), y˙ = −Hx + εQ (x, y, ε, δ). (1.2)′
For a > 0 is small, let ( P˜ (a, ε, δ),0) be the ﬁrst intersection point of the positive orbit of system (1.2)′ starting at (a,0).
Then, as we know, the function P˜ is the Poincaré map of (1.2)′ . Let h > 0 satisfy H(a,0) = h. Then, we have
a =
√
h
K1
(
1+ O (√h )).
Noting P˜ − a = O (|εa|) and the mean value theorem yield
H( P˜ ,0) − H(a,0) = Hx
(
a
(
1+ O (ε)),0)( P˜ − a) = 2K1a[1+ O (|ε| + |a|)]( P˜ − a).
Recalling that we can write formally
P˜ (a, ε, δ) − a = 2π
∑
i0
v1,2i+1a2i+1 P˜ i,
where P˜ i = 1+ O (a), i  0, we have
H( P˜ ,0) − H(a,0) = 4πh
∑
i0
v1,2i+1
K i1
hi P˜∗i ,
where P˜∗i = 1+ O (|ε| +
√
h ), i  0. On the other hand, noting H(a,0) = h, we have
H( P˜ ,0) − H(a,0) =
( P˜ ,0)∫
(a,0)
dH = ε[M(h, δ) + O (ε)].
Therefore
4πh
∑
i0
v∗1,2i+1
K i1
hi
(
1+ O (√h ))= M(h, δ).
Since M is C∞ at h = 0, it follows from the above that
M(h, δ) = 4πh
[
v∗1,1 +
1
K1
(
v∗1,3 + O
(∣∣v∗1,1∣∣))h + 1K 21
(
v∗1,5 + O
(∣∣v∗1,1, v∗1,3∣∣))h2 + · · ·
]
.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. The formulas for jth Lyapunov constant of Eq. (1.2)ε can be found in related articles (for example, [3]) for j  3.
These constants can also be obtained by using some computer program, see [13].
For h near β , we have the following lemma by [3] and [5].
Lemma 2.2. For Eq. (1.2)ε we have the following expansions of Mi, i = 1,2, for 0 < β − h 	 1 and M3 for 0 < h − β 	 1
M1(h, δ) = c01(δ) + c11(δ)(h − β) ln |h − β| + c21(δ)(h − β) + c31(δ)(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
M2(h, δ) = c02(δ) + c12(δ)(h − β) ln |h − β| + c22(δ)(h − β) + c32(δ)(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
M3(h, δ) = c0(δ) + c1(δ)(h − β) ln |h − β| + c2(δ)(h − β) + c3(δ)(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
⎫⎬
⎭ (2.2)
where
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∮
Li
(Q dx− P dy)|ε=0,
c0(δ) =
∮
Lβ
(Q dx− P dy)|ε=0 = c01(δ) + c02(δ),
c11(δ) = N¯(Px + Q y)(S,0, δ) = c12(δ) = c1(δ)
2
,
c2i(δ) =
∮
Li
[
(Px + Q y)|ε=0
]
dt for c1i(δ) = 0, i = 1,2,
c2(δ) =
∮
Lβ
[
(Px + Q y)|ε=0
]
dt = c21(δ) + c22(δ) for c11(δ) = c12(δ) = 0.
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.3)
Here N¯ is a positive constant.
Remark 2. Consider a polynomial system of the form
x˙= λ1x+ f (x, y), y˙ = λ2 y + g(x, y), (2.4)
where λ2 < 0 < λ1, f , g = O (|x, y|2). Eq. (2.4) has a hyperbolic saddle at the origin. Now suppose Eq. (2.4) has a double
homoclinic loop L. Let c1 = λ1 + λ2. From [3] we know the integral c2 =
∮
L( fx + gy)dt is convergent if c1 = 0. When c1 = 0,
Joyal, Rousseau [9] gave a computing formula for the ﬁrst saddle value of Eq. (2.4):
R1 = 1
2λ1
[
fxxy + gxyy − fxx fxy − gxy gyy
λ1
]∣∣∣∣
x=y=0
. (2.5)
If, replacing Eq. (2.4), we have a system of the form
x˙= λy + f (x, y), y˙ = λx+ g(x, y), (2.6)
then, instead of (2.4), the ﬁrst saddle value R1 at the origin has the following computing formula
R1 = − 1
2λ
[
fxxx − fxyy + gxxy − gyyy + fxy( f yy − fxx) + gxy(gyy − gxx) − fxx gxx + f yy gyy
λ
]
, (2.7)
where the right-hand side function is evaluated at the origin.
About the formulas for c3i, i = 1,2, and the formula for c3 under some conditions we have
Lemma 2.3. Let R1 be the ﬁrst saddle value of Eq. (1.2)ε at the saddle point near S obtained by using (2.5) or (2.7). Then for the
coeﬃcients c3i, c3, i = 1,2, in (2.2) we have
c3i(δ) = −Ni ∂R1
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, as c0i(δ) = c1i(δ) = c2i(δ) = 0, i = 1,2,
c3(δ) = −N ∂R1
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, as c01(δ) = c02(δ) = c1(δ) = c2(δ) = 0, (2.8)
where N,N1 and N2 are positive constants.
Proof. We only prove the second equality of (2.8). Using the same arguments, we can obtain the ﬁrst one. Let Lsiε and L
u
iε ,
i = 1,2, denote the stable and unstable manifolds near Li at the saddle Sε of Eq. (1.2)ε near S . Recall that the directed
distance from Lsiε to L
u
iε, i = 1,2, is measured by
di(ε, δ) = εN˜ic0i(δ) + O
(
ε2
)
, N˜i > 0, i = 1,2.
Let di(ε, δ) = 0, which implies
c0i(δ) = O (ε), i = 1,2. (2.9)
In this case, a double homoclinic loop Γε = L1ε ∪ L2ε near Lβ = L1 ∪ L2 has appeared. Let l be a cross-section of Eq. (1.2)ε
for ε = 0 normal to L1 at A(β) with the directional vector n = (Hx(A), Hy(A))/|(Hy(A),−Hx(A))|. Set Aε = Γε ∩ l. Then
Aε = A(β) + O (ε). Let lε be transversal of (1.2)ε normal to Γε at Aε . The transversal has a unit directional vector of the
form
nε = n+ O (ε). (2.10)
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0 < a 	 1. Then
B˜ = Aε + P˜ (a, ε, δ)nε,
where P˜ : lε → lε is the Poincaré map of Eq. (1.2)ε near Γε .
Let
σ1(ε, δ) = (Px + Q y)(Sε), σ2(ε, δ) =
∮
Γε
[
(Px + Q y) − σ1(ε, δ)
]
dt.
From [3], if
σ1(ε, δ) = σ2(ε, δ) = 0, (2.11)
then we have
P˜ (a, ε, δ) − a = −N3R1a2 ln |a| + O
(
a2
)
, (2.12)
where N3 > 0 is a constant, R1 denotes the ﬁrst saddle value of Eq. (1.2)ε at Sε .
Now let A˜(a, ε, δ) satisfy H( A˜) = h, h > β , which gives
h = H( A˜) = H(Aε + anε) = h∗(a, ε).
Obviously,
h∗(0, ε) = H(Aε) = β + O (ε),
h∗a(0, ε) = DH(Aε) · nε =
∣∣DH(A(β))∣∣+ O (ε).
Therefore, we have
h = β + [∣∣DH(A(β))∣∣+ O (ε)]a+ O (a2). (2.13)
Thus, by the mean value theorem, we have
H(B˜) − H( A˜) = DH(A∗) · (B˜ − A˜) = DH(A∗) · nε( P˜ − a), (2.14)
where A∗ ∈ lε is between A˜ and B˜ .
On the other hand, similar to (1.3) we have
H(B˜) − H( A˜) = εM3(h, δ) + O
(
ε2
)
. (2.15)
Then by (2.10), P˜ − a = O (ε). Thus (2.12) can be rewritten
P˜ − a = ε[R¯1a2 ln |a| + O (a2)]+ O (ε2), R¯1 = −N3 ∂R1
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
.
From (2.14), (2.15) and the above, we have
M3(h, δ) + O (ε) = DH(A∗) · nε
[
R¯1a
2 ln |a| + O (a2)]+ O (ε).
Letting ε = 0 in the above equality, it follows that
M3(h, δ) = DH
(
A(β) + an) · n[R¯1a2 ln |a| + O (a2)]= ∣∣DH(A(β))∣∣R¯1a2 ln |a| + O (a2), (2.16)
where R¯1 = −N3 ∂R1∂ε |ε=0, and h = β + |DH(A(β))|a + O (a2) by (2.13).
By (2.3), when ε = 0, (2.9) and (2.11) become
c01(δ) = c02(δ) = c1(δ) = c2(δ) = 0.
Thus, (2.16) becomes
M3(h, δ) = R¯1(h − β)
2
|DH(A(β))| ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2). (2.17)
Therefore, we have proved that (2.17) holds if c01(δ) = c02(δ) = c1(δ) = c2(δ) = 0. Hence, (2.8) follows by comparing (2.2)
and (2.17) with N = N3|DH(A(β))| > 0. This ends the proof. 
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In this section, we use simultaneously the expansions of Mi at h = αi , i = 1,2, and at h = β and the expansion of M3 at
h = β to estimate the number of limit cycles in a neighborhood of the centers and the double homoclinic loop.
Denote by (i, j) + (s, t) + (l,m) + n the number of limit cycles of system (1.2)ε , where i, j mean the number of small
limit cycles that bifurcated from the critical points O 1ε and O 2ε of system (1.2)ε respectively, s, t mean the number of
small limit cycles that bifurcated from some closed orbit surrounding O iε (i = 1,2) of system (1.2)ε , l,m mean the number
of small limit cycles that bifurcated from the homoclinic loop L1ε and L2ε respectively, n means the number of large limit
cycles that bifurcated from the double homoclinic loop Γε near Lβ .
Deﬁne
c∗0(δ) = c0(δ), c∗0i(δ) = c0i(δ), c∗1(δ) = (Px + Q y)(S,0, δ),
c∗2(δ) =
∮
Lβ
[
(Px + Q y)|ε=0 − c∗1(δ)
]
dt, c∗2i(δ) =
∮
Li
[
(Px + Q y)|ε=0 − c∗1(δ)
]
dt,
c∗3(δ) = −
∂R1
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
, i = 1,2.
First, we have the following fundamental theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose there exists δ0 = (δ10, δ20, . . . , δp0) ∈ D such that
b1,s(δ0) = 0, s = 1,2, . . . , i − 1, b1,i(δ0) = 0, i  1;
b2,t(δ0) = 0, t = 1,2, . . . , j − 1, b1, j(δ0) = 0, j  1;
c∗01(δ0) = c∗02(δ0) = c∗1(δ0) = c∗21(δ0) = c∗22(δ0) = 0, c∗3(δ0) = 0;
rank
∂(b1,1, . . . ,b1,i−1,b2,1, . . . ,b2, j−1, c∗01, c∗02, c∗1, c∗21, c∗22)
∂(δ1, . . . , δp)
∣∣∣∣
δ0
= i + j + 3, p  i + j + 3. (3.1)
Then for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), Eq. (1.2)ε has
(1) i + j + 7 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗3(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗3(δ0) > 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) +
(3,3) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (3,2) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (2,3) + 2;
(2) i + j + 6 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗3(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗3(δ0) < 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) +
(3,3) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (3,2) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (2,3) + 2;
(3) i + j + 5 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗3(δ0) < 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗3(δ0) < 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) + (0,0) +
(3,3) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (0,0) + (3,2) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (0,0) + (2,3) + 2.
Proof. We only prove the case (1) with the distribution (i−1, j−1)+ (1,1)+ (3,3)+1, since the other cases can be proved
similarly. Without loss of generality, let c∗3(δ0) > 0.
From (3.1), the implicit function theorem implies that
b1,s = b1,s(δ), s = 1,2, . . . , i − 1; b2,t = b2,t(δ), t = 1,2, . . . , j − 1;
c∗0m = c∗0m(δ), c∗1 = c∗1(δ), c∗2m = c∗2m(δ), m = 1,2,
have the inverse
δs = δs
(
b1,1, . . . ,b1,i−1,b2,1, . . . ,b2, j−1, c∗01, c∗02, c∗1, c∗21, c∗22
)= δs0 + O (A), s = 1,2, . . . , i + j + 3,
where
A = |b1,1| + · · · + |b1,i−1| + |b2,1| + · · · + |b2,i−1| +
∣∣c∗01∣∣+ ∣∣c∗02∣∣+ ∣∣c∗1∣∣+ ∣∣c∗21∣∣+ ∣∣c∗22∣∣.
Then by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, expansions (2.1) and (2.2) become
M1(h, δ) = b1,1(h − α1) + b1,2(h − α1)2 + · · · + b1,i−1(h − α1)i−1 + b∗1,i(h − α1)i + O
(
(h − α1)i+1
)
,
M2(h, δ) = b2,1(h − α2) + b2,2(h − α2)2 + · · · + b2, j−1(h − α2) j−1 + b∗2, j(h − α2) j + O
(
(h − α2) j+1
)
,
M1(h, δ) = c∗01 + N¯c∗11(h − β) ln |h − β| +
(
c∗21 + φ1
(
c∗11
))
(h − β) + N1c¯∗3(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
M2(h, δ) = c∗02 + N¯c∗12(h − β) ln |h − β| +
(
c∗22 + φ2
(
c∗12
))
(h − β) + N2c¯∗3(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
M3(h, δ) = c∗0 + N¯c∗1(h − β) ln |h − β| +
(
c∗2 + φ
(
c∗1
))
(h − β) + Nc¯∗3(h − β)2 ln |h − β| + O
(|h − β|2),
H. Zang et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 348 (2008) 87–100 93respectively, where c∗11 = c∗12 = 12 c∗1, b∗1,i = b1,i(δ0) > 0, b∗1, j = b1, j(δ0) > 0, c¯∗3 = c∗3(δ0) > 0 as b1,1 = · · · = b1,i−1 = b2,1 =
· · · = b2, j−1 = c∗01 = c∗02 = c∗1 = c∗21 = c∗22 = 0, and δk = δk0, k = i + j + 3, . . . , p, and limc∗1→0 φ(c∗1) = 0, limc∗11→0 φ1(c∗11) = 0,
limc∗12→0 φ2(c
∗
12) = 0.
Note that
M ′1h(h, δ) = N¯c∗11 ln |h − β| +
(
c∗21 + φ1
(
c∗11
)+ c∗11N¯)+ O ((h − β) ln |h − β|),
M ′2h(h, δ) = N¯c∗12 ln |h − β| +
(
c∗22 + φ2
(
c∗12
)+ c∗12N¯)+ O ((h − β) ln |h − β|),
M ′3h(h, δ) = N¯c∗1 ln |h − β| +
(
c∗2 + φ
(
c∗1
)+ c∗1 N¯)+ O ((h − β) ln |h − β|),
for 0 < |β − h| 	 1. By changing the sign of b2, j−1,b2, j−2, . . . ,b2,1, b1,i−1,b1,i−2, . . . , b1,1 and c∗22 + φ2(c∗12), c∗21 + φ1(c∗11),
c∗1, c∗02, c∗01, c∗0 respectively in turn such that
b2, j−1b∗2 j < 0, b2,kb2,k−1 < 0, k = j − 1, j − 2, . . . ,2,
b1,i−1b∗2i < 0, b2,kb2,k−1 < 0, k = i − 1, i − 2, . . . ,2,
0 < |b1,1| 	 |b1,2| 	 · · · 	 |b1,i−1| 	
∣∣b∗1,i∣∣,
0 < |b2,1| 	 |b2,2| 	 · · · 	 |b2, j−1| 	
∣∣b∗2, j∣∣, (3.2)
and (
c∗21 + φ1
(
c∗11
))
c¯∗3 < 0, c∗11
(
c∗21 + φ1
(
c∗11
))
> 0, c∗01c∗11 < 0,
0 <
∣∣c∗01∣∣	 ∣∣c∗11∣∣	 ∣∣c∗21 + φ1(c∗11)∣∣	 ∣∣c¯∗3∣∣,(
c∗22 + φ2
(
c∗12
))
c¯∗3 < 0, c∗12
(
c∗22 + φ2
(
c∗12
))
> 0, c∗02c∗12 < 0,
0 <
∣∣c∗02∣∣	 ∣∣c∗12∣∣	 ∣∣c∗22 + φ2(c∗12)∣∣	 ∣∣c¯∗3∣∣,(
c∗2 + φ
(
c∗1
))
c¯∗3 < 0, c∗1
(
c∗2 + φ
(
c∗1
))
> 0, c∗0c∗1 < 0,
0 <
∣∣c∗0∣∣	 ∣∣c∗1∣∣	 ∣∣c∗2 + φ(c∗1)∣∣	 ∣∣c¯∗3∣∣, (3.3)
then the function M1(h, δ) will have i − 1 simple zeros h1,1,h1,2, . . . ,h1,i−1 near h = α1 with α1 < h1,1 < · · · < h1,i−1 	
1+ α1, the function M2(h, δ) will have j − 1 simple zeros h2,1,h2,2, . . . ,h2, j−1 near h = α2 with α2 < h2,1 < · · · < h2, j−1 	
1+α2, the function M1(h, δ) will have 3 simple zeros h1,i , h1,i+1 and h1,i+3 near h = β with h1,i−1 < h1,i < h1,i+1 < h1,i+2 <
β , the function M2(h, δ) will have 3 simple zeros h2, j , h2, j+1 and h2, j+2 near h = β with h2, j−1 < h2, j < h2, j+1 < h2, j+2 < β ,
and the function M3(h, δ) will have 1 simple zero h¯ near β with β < h¯ 	 1+ β .
Noting c∗3(δ0) > 0, b1,i(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0) > 0 we have M1(h, δ0) > 0 for α1 < h 	 1+ α1, M2(h, δ0) > 0 for α2 < h 	
1+ α2 and M1(h, δ0) < 0 and M2(h, δ0) < 0 for 0 < β − h 	 1. It implies that Mk(hk0, δ0) = 0 and Mk(hk0 − μ,δ0)Mk(hk0 +
μ,δ0) < 0 for some hk0 ∈ (αk, β), k = 1,2 and 0 < μ 	 1. Therefore M1(h, δ) has a zero h∗1 ∈ (h1,i−1,h1,i) near h10, and
M2(h, δ) has a zero h∗2 ∈ (h1, j−1,h2, j) near h20 under (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Thus we obtain that M1(h, δ) has at least
i + 3 different zeros, M2(h, δ) has at least j + 3 different zeros, M3(h, δ) has at least 1 zero, under (3.2) and (3.3). It follows
that system (1.2)ε has at least i + j + 7 different simple zeros in h ∈ (α1, β) ∪ (α2, β) ∪ (β,∞) for (3.2) and (3.3). Hence,
there are at least i + j + 7 limit cycles if (3.2) and (3.3) are satisﬁed. This gives the existence of i + j + 7 limit cycles and
their distribution is (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (3,3) + 1. The proof is completed. 
In the same way we can prove the following three theorems.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose there exists δ0 = (δ10, δ20, . . . , δp0) ∈ D such that
b1,s(δ0) = 0, s = 1,2, . . . , i − 1, b1,i(δ0) = 0, i  1;
b2,t(δ0) = 0, t = 1,2, . . . , j − 1, b1, j(δ0) = 0, j  1;
c∗01(δ0) = c∗02(δ0) = c∗1(δ0) = c∗21(δ0) = 0, c∗3(δ0) = 0, c∗22(δ0) = 0;
rank
∂(b1,1, . . . ,b1,i−1,b2,1, . . . ,b2, j−1, c∗01, c∗02, c∗1, c∗21)
∂(δ1, . . . , δp)
∣∣∣∣
δ0
= i + j + 2, p  i + j + 2.
Let k = 3 if c∗31(δ0)c∗22(δ0) < 0 and k = 2 if c∗31(δ0)c∗22(δ0) > 0. Then for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), Eq. (1.2)ε has
(1) i + j + k + 3 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗31(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗22(δ0) > 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) +
(1,1) + (k,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (k,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (k − 1,2) + 2;
(2) i + j + k + 2 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗31(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗22(δ0) < 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) +
(1,0) + (k,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (k,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (k − 1,2) + 2;
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(k,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (k,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (k − 1,2) + 2.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exists δ0 = (δ10, δ20, . . . , δp0) ∈ D such that
b1,s(δ0) = 0, s = 1,2, . . . , i − 1, b1,i(δ0) = 0, i  1;
b2,t(δ0) = 0, t = 1,2, . . . , j − 1, b1, j(δ0) = 0, j  1;
c∗01(δ0) = c∗02(δ0) = c∗1(δ0) = 0, c∗21(δ0)c∗22(δ0) = 0 and c∗3(δ0) = 0 if c∗21(δ0) = −c∗22(δ0);
rank
∂(b1,1, . . . ,b1,i−1,b2,1, . . . ,b2, j−1, c∗01, c∗02, c∗1)
∂(δ1, . . . , δp)
∣∣∣∣
δ0
= i + j + 1, p  i + j + 1.
Let k˜ = 1 if c∗21(δ0)c∗22(δ0) < 0 and k˜ = 2 if c∗21(δ0)c∗22(δ0) > 0. Then for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), Eq. (1.2)ε has
(1) i + j + k˜ + 3 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗21(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗22(δ0) > 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) +
(1,1) + (k˜,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (k˜,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,1) + (k˜ − 1,2) + 2;
(2) i + j + k˜ + 2 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗21(δ0) > 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗22(δ0) < 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) +
(1,0) + (k˜,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (k˜,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (1,0) + (k˜ − 1,2) + 2;
(3) i + j + k˜ + 1 limit cycles if b1,i(δ0)c∗21(δ0) < 0 and b2, j(δ0)c∗22(δ0) < 0, and their distribution can be either (i − 1, j − 1) +
(k˜,2) + 1, (i − 1, j − 1) + (k˜,1) + 2 or (i − 1, j − 1) + (k˜ − 1,2) + 2.
Now we suppose that system (1.2)ε is symmetric with respect to the origin. Then we have M1 = M2, and hence
α1 = α2, c01 = c02 = c0
2
, c21 = c22 = c2
2
, c31 = c32 = c3
2
and
b1,i = b2,i, i  1.
In this case, using the same arguments as above, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let b1,i ≡ bi, i  1. Suppose there exist k 1, 2 l 3, and δ0 = (δ10, δ20, . . . , δp0) ∈ D such that
b j(δ0) = 0, j = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1, bk(δ0) = 0,
c∗i (δ0) = 0, i = 0,1, . . . , l − 1, c∗l (δ0) = 0,
rank
∂(b1, . . . ,bk−1, c∗0, . . . , c∗l−1)
∂(δ1, . . . , δp)
∣∣∣∣
δ0
= k + l − 1, p  k + l − 1.
Then for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), Eq. (1.2)ε has 2k + 2l − 1 (resp., 2k + 2l + 1) limit cycles when bk(δ0)c∗l (δ0) < 0 (resp., > 0), and
their distributions is (k − 1,k − 1) + (l, l) + 1 (resp., (k − 1,k − 1) + (1,1) + (l, l) + 1).
Remark 3. Under the conditions of Theorems 3.1–3.4 there may exist a large limit cycle which surrounds the double homo-
clinic loop Lβ but is not near the loop. See the next section.
4. Applications
In this section, ﬁrst we consider the following system as an application:
x˙= y = P¯ (x, y), y˙ = −1
2
x(x− 1)(x+ 2)(x+ 1) + ε g˜(x, y) = Q¯ (x, y), (4.1)ε
where g˜(x, y) = a01 y + a11xy + a21x2 y + a03 y3 + a31x3 y + a13xy3.
The unperturbed system (4.1)ε=0 has a ﬁrst integral of the form
H(x, y) = −1
2
x2 − 1
6
x3 + 1
4
x4 + 1
10
x5 + 1
2
y2 = h (4.2)
and four singular points: centers O 1(1,0) and O 2(−1,0), saddle points S1 = (0,0) and S2(−2,0). From (4.1)ε=0, we have
h1 = H(S2) = 215 , h2 = H(S1) = 0, h3 = H(O 2) = − 1160 , h4 = H(O 1) = − 1960 . Obviously, h1 > h2 > h3 > h4. This implies that
there exist three different families Γ h (i = 1,2,3) of closed orbits of (4.1)ε=0 as followsi
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(1) Γ h1 ,h ∈ (h2,h1), a family of closed orbits surrounding the singular points O 1, O 2 and S1;
(2) Γ h2 ,h ∈ (h3,h2), a family of closed orbits surrounding O 2;
(3) Γ h3 ,h ∈ (h4,h2), a family of closed orbits surrounding O 1.
The curve deﬁned by H(x, y) = h1 (resp., H(x, y) = h2) is the homoclinic loop (resp., the double homoclinic loop). From the
above analysis we obtain the phase portrait of (4.1)ε=0 as shown in Fig. 2.
Denote by L = L1 ∪ L2 the double homoclinic loop, and by L3 the homoclinic loop, where
L1: y = ± 1
30
√
900+ 300x− 450x2 − 180x3x, 0 x x1,
L2: y = ± 1
30
√
900+ 300x− 450x2 − 180x3x, x2  x 0,
L3: y = ± 1
30
√
−180x3 − 60x+ 270x2 + 60(x+ 2), −2 x x3,
x1
.= 1.371822481212, x2 .= −1.615028278792, x3 .= 1.4299126025113.
See Fig. 2.
From Lemma 2.2 and the deﬁnition at the beginning of this section, we obtain
c∗01 =
∮
L1
g˜(x, y)dx = a01A01 + a11A11 + a21A21 + a03A03 + a31A31 + a13A13,
c∗02 =
∮
L2
g˜(x, y)dx = a01B01 + a11B11 + a21B21 + a03B03 + a31B31 + a13B13, (4.3)
where Aij =
∮
L1
xi y j dx, Bij =
∮
L2
xi y j dx. By Maple 10, we have
A01
.= 1.419736127, A11 .= 1.167173384, A21 .= 1.098988311,
A03
.= 0.6077682634, A31 .= 1.118233660, A13 .= 0.5508609502,
B01
.= 1.347992152, B11 .= −1.214541873, B21 .= 1.282010566,
B03
.= 0.3441754830, B31 .= −1.481544330, B13 .= −0.3274585396.
For c∗1, we have
c∗1 = ( P¯ x + Q¯ y)|(0,0) = a01. (4.4)
For c∗21 and c∗22, we have
c∗21 =
∮
L1
[
g˜ y(x, y) − c∗1
]
dt =
∮
L1
g˜ y(x, y) − c∗1
y
dx
=
∮
L1
[
3ya03 + 3ya13x+ 2a12x+ a11x
y
+ a21x
2
y
+ a31x
3
y
]
dx
= 3d1a03 + 3d2a13 + a11d3 + a21d4 + a31d5, (4.5)
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∮
L2
[
g˜ y(x, y) − c∗1
]
dt =
∮
L2
g˜ y(x, y) − c∗1
y
dx
=
∮
L2
[
3ya03 + 3ya13x+ 2a12x+ a11x
y
+ a21x
2
y
+ a31x
3
y
]
dx
= 3e1a03 + 3e2a13 + a11e3 + a21e4 + a31e5, (4.6)
where di+2 =
∮
L1
xi
y dx, ei+2 =
∮
L2
xi
y dx, i = 1,2,3, and
d1 = A01, d2 = A11, d3 .= 3.789457012, d4 .= 3.212127736, d5 .= 3.418374336,
e1 = B01, e2 = B11, e3 .= −7.072345512, e4 .= 7.916556582, e5 .= −10.45667514.
Let denote by R1 the ﬁrst order saddle value at the saddle S1 of the system (4.1)ε . Suppose T be an invertible matrix such
that
det T = 1, T DT−1 = diag(λ1, λ2), (4.7)
where matrix D = ∂( P¯ ,Q¯ )
∂(x,y) (S1ε), and λ1 > 0 > λ2 are the eigenvalues of D . Let c
∗
1 = 0. Then from (4.1)ε we have D =
( 0 1
1 0
)
and λ1 = 1, λ2 = −1. Set
T =
(
1 b
d 1+ bd
)
.
By (4.7), a straightforward computation gives b = 1, d = − 12 , 1+ bd = 12 . Now making a linear transformation of the form(
u
v
)
= T
(
x
y
)
,
we obtain from (4.1)ε near the origin in the plane (u, v) that
u˙ = λ1
(
u +
3∑
k=2
∑
i+ j=k
miju
i v j + O (|u, v|4)
)
,
v˙ = −λ2
(
−v +
3∑
k=2
∑
i+ j=k
niju
i v j + O (|u, v|4)
)
,
where
m20 = 1
8
(1+ 2εa11), m11 = −1
2
, m21 = 1
4
(3+ 3εa03 − εa21),
n11 = −1
4
, n02 = 1
4
(1− 2εa11), n12 = 1
4
(−3+ 3εa03 − εa21).
Then by (2.5), we have
R1 =m21 + n12 −m20m11 + n02n11 =
(
3a03
2
+ a11
4
− a21
2
)
ε. (4.8)
From (4.1)ε we obtain the divergences of (4.1)ε at the singular points are
div(O 1) = ε(a01 + a11 + a21 + a31),
div(O 2) = ε(a01 − a11 + a21 − a31).
So we get
b1,1 = 4π(a01 + a11 + a21 + a31), b2,1 = 4π(a01 − a11 + a21 − a31). (4.9)
Summarizing the results obtained above gives the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The system (4.1)ε can have 9 limit cycles with the distribution as shown in Fig. 3.
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Proof. Let δ = (a01,a11,a21,a03,a13,a31). By (4.3)–(4.9), it is easy to see
rank
∂(c∗01, c∗02, c∗1, c∗21, c∗22)
∂(a01,a11,a21,a03,a13)
= 5.
So the set of equations c∗01 = 0, c∗02 = 0, c∗1 = 0, c∗21 = 0, c∗22 = 0 has a unique solution (a∗01,a∗11,a∗21,a∗03,a∗13), where
a∗01 = 0,
a∗11 = F1a31(9A11B21A31B01 − 3A11B21A3e5 + 3A11A03e4B31
− 9A11A21B31B01 + 3A11A21B3e5 − 3A11A31e4B3 + 3B21A1A13e5
− 3B21A13B1d5 + 3B21A3d5B11 − 3A03d4B31B11 − 3A21B3d5B11
− 3A31B01d4B13 − A13e5d4B03 − A3d5e4B13 + 3A21B13B1d5
+ 3A13B1d4B31 + 3A31B11d4B03 + A3d4B13e5 + A13e4B3d5
− 9B21A1B11A31 − 3A01A13e4B31 + 9A01A21B31B11
+ 3A01A31e4B13 − 3A01A21B13e5),
a∗21 = −F1a31
(−9A112B31B1 + 3A112B03e5 − 3A11B3d5B11 − 3A11B11A3e5
+ 9A11B11A31B1 − 3A11A31e3B03 + 3A11B31e3A03 + 3A11B13B01d5
+ 9A11A01B31B11 − 3A11A01B13e5 + 3B03d3A31B11 − 9A01B112A31
+ 3A01A31e3B13 + 3B112A3d5 − 3B11A13B1d5 + B13e5d3A3
− 3B31B11d3A03 − B3d3A13e5 − B13e3A3d5 − 3B13B01d3A31
− 3A01B31e3A13 + 3A01B11A13e5 + 3B31B01d3A13 + B03d5e3A13
)
,
a∗03 = F1
(
3A11
2B21e5 − 3A112e4B31 − 3A11B21e3A31 − 3A11B21d5B11
+ 3A11d4B31B11 − A11d4B13e5 − 3A11e5A21B11 + 3A11e3A21B31
+ A11d5e4B13 + 3A11e4B11A31 − B21d3A13e5 + 3B21d3A31B11
+ B21d5e3A13 − d5e3A21B13 + d3A13e4B31 − d5e4B11A13
− d3A31e4B13 + d4B13e3A31 + d3A21B13e5 − d4B31e3A13
+ d4B11A13e5 − 3d3A21B31B11 + 3d5A21B112 − 3d4B112A31
)
a31,
a∗13 = −F1(3A11B21e5A1 − 3A11B01d5B21 − 3A11e4B31A1 + 3A11B01d4B31
+ A11e4B03d5 − A11e5d4B03 + B21e3A03d5 − B21e5d3A03
− 3B21e3A31A01 + 3e4B11A31A01 + 3e3A21B31A01 − 3e5A01A21B11
+ e5d3A21B03 + 3B01d5A21B11 − e4A31d3B03 − 3B01d4B11A31
− 3B1d3A21B31 + e4B31d3A03 − e3A03d4B31 − e4B11A03d5
+ e3A31d4B03 + e5d4B11A03 + 3B01d3A31B21 − e3A21B03d5)a31.
Here
F1 = −9A112B01B21 + 3A112e4B03 + 9A11B21A01B11 + 3A11B21e3A03
− 3A11B11d4B03 − 3A11e3A21B03 + 9A11B01A21B11 − 3A11e4B13A01
+ 3A11B01d4B13 − 3B21B11d3A03 + 3B01d3A13B21 − 3B21e3A13A1
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− 3B01d3A21B13 + e4B13d3A03 − e4A13d3B03 + 3d4B112A03
− 3A11e4B11A03 + 3e4B11A13A01 − e3A3d4B13 + 3e3A21B13A01.
Moreover, under c∗01 = 0, c∗02 = 0, c∗1 = 0, c∗21 = 0, c∗22 = 0, by (4.3)–(4.9) we obtain
b1,1 = 0.03494598634× 4πa31, b2,1 = −0.04865562526× 4πa31,
and
R1 = 0.4679416009a31ε, (4.10)
which gives c∗3 = 0.4679416009a31.
Hence we can take δ0 = (a∗10,a∗11,a∗21,a∗03,a∗13,a31) with a31 > 0. Noting c∗3(δ0)b1,1(δ0) > 0 and c∗3(δ0)b2,1(δ0) < 0, then by
Theorem 3.1 system (4.1)ε has 8 limit cycles with the distribution (0,0) + (0,1) + (3,3) + 1 or (0,0) + (0,1) + (3,2) + 2
for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0).
Denote by L1ε the largest limit cycle of the above 8 limit cycles. In the following, we will ﬁnd a larger limit cycle L
2
ε
with L1ε ⊂ L2ε . In order to do this, we need to consider the behavior of orbits near a large periodic orbit Γ ∗h . The ﬁrst order
Melnikov function for (4.1)ε with the family of large periodic orbits is
M∗(h) =
∮
Γ ∗h
g˜(x, y)dx, h2 < h < h1.
Here Γ ∗h : H(x, y) = h is the period orbit outside L1ε of system (4.1)ε for h2 < h < h1 and ε > 0 small. As we know [18],
if there exists h2 < h0 < h1 such that M∗(h0) < 0, then for ε > 0 small the positive orbit of (4.1)ε starting at the point
F = Γ ∗h0 ∩ {x = 0, y > 0} intersects the positive y−axis at a point below F . Let Ml = M∗( 115 ) and Γl = Γ ∗115 . Then Γl has the
expression
y = ± 1
30
√
900x2 + 300x3 − 450x4 − 180x5 + 120, −1.752820799 < x < 1.40251557.
Using Maple 10, we have
U01
.= 3.717853470, U11 .= −0.2843324836, U21 .= 3.158714698,
U03
.= 1.606995361, U31 .= −0.9320286974, U13 .= 0.1909745250.
Hence for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), we have
Ml = −0.02318399461a31 + O (ε).
It is easy to see that L1ε is unstable. The above results and the Poincaré–Bendixson theorem imply that one large stable limit
cycle Γ 2ε exists with L
1
ε ⊂ L2ε .
The proof of Theorem 4.1 has been completed. 
As a second application we consider the following symmetric system
x˙= −y − 1
4
yx2 − 1
4
y3, y˙ = −x+ 1
4
x3 + 1
4
y2x+ ε g¯(x, y), (4.11)ε
where g¯(x, y) = a01 y + a21x2 y + a03 y3 + a41x4 y + a23x2 y3 + a05 y5.
It is easy to know that (4.11)ε for ε = 0 is a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian
H(x, y) = x
2
2
− y
2
2
− 1
16
x4 − 1
16
y4 − 1
8
y2x2,
and has three singular points: two centers O 1(2,0) and O 2(−2,0) and one saddle point S = (0,0), see Fig. 4. Moreover, the
equation H(x, y) = 0 corresponds to a double homoclinic loop L = L1 ∪ L2, where
L1: y = ±
√
−4− x2 + 4
√
1+ x2, 0 x 2√2,
L2: y = ±
√
−4− x2 + 4
√
1+ x2, −2√2 x 0.
Note that system is symmetric with respect to the origin. By using the similar process to the system (4.1)ε , we can
obtain
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c∗0 =
∮
L1
g¯(x, y)dx = a01 A¯01 + a21 A¯21 + a03 A¯03 + a41 A¯41 + a23 A¯23 + a05 A¯05,
c∗1 = a01,
c∗2 =
∮
L1
[
g¯ y(x, y) − c∗1
]
dt =
∮
L1
g¯ y(x, y) − c∗1
y
dx
=
∮
L1
5a05 y4 + (3a03 + 3a23x2)y2 + a41x4 + a21x2
−y − 14 yx2 − 14 y3
dx
= 5a05 K¯4 + 3a03 K¯3 + 3a23 K¯5 + a41 K¯2 + a21 K¯1,
b1 = P0(a01 + 4a21 + 16a41),
where P0 is a positive constant, A¯i j =
∮
L1
xi y j dx. By Maple 10 we have easily
A¯01
.= −4.0, A¯21 .= −11.61651864, A¯03 .= −2.849555922, A¯05 .= −2.336293856,
A¯23
.= −8.533333334, A¯41 .= −50.73274122,
K¯1 =
∮
L1
−x2
y + 14 yx2 + 14 y3
dx
.= 10.28318531,
K¯2 =
∮
L1
−x4
y + 14 yx2 + 14 y3
dx
.= 51.79940788,
K¯3 =
∮
L1
−y2
y + 14 yx2 + 14 y3
dx
.= 2.283185308,
K¯4 =
∮
L1
−y4
y + 14 yx2 + 14 y3
dx
.= 1.533925438,
K¯5 =
∮
L1
−x2 y2
y + 14 yx2 + 14 y3
dx
.= 5.333333334.
Let δ = (a05,a01,a03,a21,a23,a41) with a23 = 0. The set of equations c∗0 = c∗1 = c∗2 = b1 = 0 has a unique solution
(a∗05,a∗01,a∗03,a∗21), where
a∗05 = −0.200000011a41 + 2.196795455a23,
a∗01 = 0,
a∗03 = −1.33333332a41 − 4.795727277a23,
a∗21 = −4a41.
The other parameters can be given arbitrarily. Further under c∗0 = c∗1 = c∗2 = b1 = 0, we have
R1 = 1
2
ε(−3a03 + a21) = −εc∗3, c∗3 = −7.193590915a23, (4.12)
and b2 = P1(3a01 + 12a03 + 48a23 + 16a41) = −0.1491988643P2a23, where P1 and P2 are positive constants.
We can prove
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Theorem 4.2. Let δ0 = (a∗05,a∗01,a∗03,a∗21,a23,a41), where
0 < −a23 < 2
√
a41a∗05, a41 < 0. (4.13)
The system (4.11)ε can have 10 limit cycles for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0), and their distribution is shown in Fig. 5.
Proof. First, noting that rank
∂(b1,c∗0,c∗1,c∗2)
∂(a05,a01,a03,a21)
= 4 and c∗3(δ0)b2(δ0) > 0, by Theorem 3.4, we know system (4.11)ε can have
9 limit cycles for some (ε, δ) near (0, δ0).
Now let (4.13) holds. It is easy to see that the largest limit cycle denoted by Γ 1ε is out unstable, see Fig. 5. Suppose
V = −H(x, y). Then we have
V˙ (x, y)|(4.10)ε = Vxx˙+ V y y˙
= −εy2
(
1+ x
2
4
+ y
2
4
)(−a01 − a21x2 − a03 y2 − a41x4 − a23x2 y2 − a05 y4)
< 0, for x2 + y2  1,
which implies that all orbits starting at any point outside Γ 1ε are positively bounded. Thus a stable limit cycle Γ
2
ε outside
Γ 1ε exists. See Fig. 5. The proof of Theorem 4.2 has been completed. 
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